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Meeting Point International: Contacts
Meeting Point International
P.O. Box 21261 Kampala, UGANDA
Telephone & Fax: + 250 (0) 41 222698
info@meetingpoint-int.org
meetingpointint@infocom.co.ug
www.meetingpoint-int.org
Meeting Point International activities are also made possible through
the generous support of the following organizations and public
institutions:
AVSI - Associazione Volontari Servizio Internazionale
Plot No. 1119 Ggaba Road
P.O. Box 6785 Kampala, UGANDA
Telephone: +250 (0) 41 501604/5
communication.kampala@avsi.org
www.avsi.org
CESAL - Centro de Estudios y Solidaridad con America Latina
+ 91 359 7906; secretaria@cesal.org
Support International
Abbracci senza Frontiere - Associazione Onlus
adozione@email.it
United Nations World Food Programme
wfpinfo@wfp.org; www.wfp.org
USAID: United States Agency for International Development
www.usaid.gov
Special thanks are also extended to the very many people who, either
directly or through the above-mentioned organizations, accompany and
support the presence of MPI.
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A Word from
the Director:
Who is man? Man needs be-

longing to give him consistence and
stability. How else can he know himself and the meaning of things around
him, in front of him? The confusion
and bewilderment that prevails today is due to a lack of clear criteria A patient awaits medicine with director Rose Busingye.
with which to make life’s decisions
and assume life’s responsibilities.
HIV/AIDS has put our daily identities, our personalities, in crisis. We find
our people inconsistent and incapable of creating responsibility. The problem presented by HIV/AIDS is the disintegration of our humanity and our society – the inconsistency and confusion that begins in the relationship between
man and woman; parents and children. We do not know who we are. We live
in a society that keeps us from searching and condemns us to become objects.
One could easily say civilization is ending. However, one solution to the problem presented by HIV/AIDS is to educate to the degree that the value of every single personality can emerge and develop clear judgment and behaviour.
MPI has always taken the problem of HIV/AIDS like any other problem that
needs a new guide who shows us the new way, one who understands the profound
meaning of our existence. We know we need a guide who knows where we came
from and where we are going. The most profound aspect of Christian faith its status as an event which generates a new mentality: a new way of being, of conceiving life, of using things and of dealing with reality. Thus – it is a guide. Unless faith
becomes culture it has not been truly welcomed, fully lived or humanly rethought.
Faith must penetrate the deep layers of humanity. It must reach down to
where the criteria for the perception of things are formed. We need education
in this culture and its new way of life: the culture of truth, of beauty, of justice and of good. One of our goals at MPI is to enable this new conception of
life, a criterion for relationships and a new way of treating ourselves and others.

I thank all those who have accompanied us in the struggle to
People are talking of human rights.
What are the rights? Women’s rights, make a difference in the life of our
children’s rights and the rights of orsociety.
phan children all come into question.
Man is the source of rights. We form
them as a value against which all other
values must be measured. In service
to each single person, the central value of that person, one finds the rights
of man. We cry for our rights – the
heart of mankind stabilizes our dignity
– our rights are our source of dignity.
With these human rights and human dignity also comes great human
responsibility. Each human has a responsibility that no one else in the world
can fulfil. When we lose our personal
values and rights, even the values of
other things disappear. As a result, we
treat ourselves and others like things
- like instruments. Some youth have
been asking: but why shouldn’t we
infect others with HIV when we are
infected? Who are they to us? The intention of MPI is to make this sense of
responsibility grow in individuals and
allow them to become the protagonist
of his or her life and the lives of the
others. The work of MPI offers adults
and youth: a dwelling place where they
can find community, relationships
and faith to rediscover their values
and their dignity. Using faith as the
guide in confronting HIV/AIDS, MPI
restores the dignity of each individual.

- Rose Busingye

Trips like this one to Bujagali Falls in Jinja
expose MPI patients to the world’s beauty and
inspire them to discover themselves.

Who is Meeting Point International?
MPI is a non-governmental
organization registered with
the Uganda NGO board.
Personnel:
6 Full-time employees
17 Full-time volunteers
2 Part-time nurses
1 Part-time doctor
Beneficiaries:
710 registered HIV/AIDS clients
135 on anti-retroviral drugs
104 women
15 men
16 children
805 registered orphans on
support
150 day children awaiting full
support
210 adult learners in Kireka &
Naguru
100 elderly or poor supported
35 orphans living in Welcoming
House
Donors:
AVSI Distant Support Program
Support International
World Food Program
CESAL
USAID
Entracque City Council,
Cuneo Province, Italy
Abbracci Senza Frontiere ONLUS
Private Donors

The Mission of Meeting Point International
“Offering a friendship in
which people are not reduced
to their problems or sicknesses;
they are looked at and embraced
for the infinite dignity of
their humanity.”

The virus that causes HIV and AIDS is harmful to more

than an individual’s physical wellbeing. People with the virus
risk losing their loved ones and friends as a result of social stigma surrounding the disease. Adults must face telling their wives,
husbands and children about the infection, and often fear telling
anyone at all.
Meeting Point International strives to end this stigma by
speaking about HIV/AIDS and its consequences openly and honestly. Through home visits and counseling groups, workers reach
out to the sick and at-risk.
Recovering patients often work for Meeting Point, eliminating the shame felt by many newcomers. Workers who are
HIV positive provide living examples to those who fear for their
futures. Stories shared between workers and patients create
bonds powerful enough to lift individuals out of their depression, giving them the hope they need to carry on.
People in financial trouble, the elderly and the orphaned
are all aided by Meeting Point. No one’s problems are too large
or small for the hearts of workers, and a solution can be found
for everyone.
At Meeting Point International, people work not just to alleviate the suffering of their neighbors, but to create lasting relationships that foster happiness and good health.

Meeting Point International:
Kampala
Offices

Naguru Office

Kitintale
The administrative headquarters of

Meeting Point International are located
in Kitintale. With computers and filing
cabinets, MPI workers keep track of child
sponsorship, loan repayment, medicine
distribution and allocation of donated
funds.
The tasks undertaken at Kitintale,
especially working with child sponsorship - sending letters, photos and information to and from sponsors – are often
monumental. But Meeting Point International’s employees work with smiles
and happily greet visitors, volunteers
and clients alike.
Soon, clients and workers at MPI will
be able to enjoy a newly-remodeled facility in Kireka. The building will have
office rooms and a courtyard for gatherings and other activities.

Kireka:
the Acholi
Quarter
Kireka is constantly changing.

A
continuous flow of migrants from Northern Uganda, mostly of Acholi descent,
have given it a nickname: the Acholi
quarter. In their songs, the women of
MPI affectionately call it “Kireka City.”
People have come here from all over
Uganda, many fleeing the wars in the
North. They have created a tightly knit
community, in many ways unified by the
bright green-and-white building built
by Meeting Point International. Women gather there during the afternoons to
make necklaces and dance; men, women and children visit for English literacy
classes. Throughout the day, children
play hide and seek in the walkways between buildings and make creations with
dried clay.
Kireka’s closeness as a village is
perfectly suited to MPI’s goals. Everyone
is close by, looking out for each other.

Naguru

The Naguru ofﬁces of MPI are located

in a small primary school. Across a ﬁeld stands
the old Meeting Point International building,
where dances and classes are held nearly every day. In Naguru, work is laid back as clients ﬁlter in throughout the day. Everyone
who comes into the ofﬁce is a friend and has
a story to tell. The women here have formed
a tightly knit, but open and friendly group.
New friends are made every day and no one
goes home feeling alone.

Welcoming
House

In places where suffering is common,

children are often the first to fall victim to
the problems of their community. For these
children, Meeting Point International has
set up two homes, collectively called Welcoming House, to rescue orphans and other
children who have nowhere to go.
Children find their way to Welcoming
House in many, often strange, ways. Some
are brought by concerned adults, while others are found alone near the houses or in the
streets of Kampala. The workers in Welcoming House become a family for these children, teaching them self-respect and treating them with all the kindness of biological
parents.
Although the children, some of whom
are sick from HIV-related illnesses, can be
a handful, they are loved and cared for by
everyone at Meeting Point International.

Treatment and Medical Care
There

are many organizations in and around Kampala that
serve the sick, impoverished or
hungry. Unfortunately, most of
these groups work only to alleviate one particular problem. Hospitals and treatment programs
provide medicines and testing,
but usually do not provide food
and cannot visit those who are
too sick to travel. Meeting Point
International is unique in that the
whole patient is served: the hungry must be fed before they can
heal; the weak need help before
they can help themselves.

Each new HIV-positive patient begins a booklet
that helps keep track of their symptoms and
treatments, as well as stores contact information.

Every new visitor to an MPI office
spends time simply chatting with workers and other patients. Establishing a relationship with the people around them
is just as important as providing contact
information and discussing symptoms
or solutions.
Through these relationships, the
men and women working for Meeting
Point International provide a glue that
coordinates the differing needs of each
individual.
Members of Meeting Point International communities know that, if anyone they know is sick in any way, they
can visit the office. Once there, workers
refer them to the hospital or center that
can provide the treatment they need.
Each office also keeps certain medicines
in stock, such as digestive aids, cold remedies and pain relievers. Additionally, a
doctor is present at each center on two
days of each week to advise patients and
make treatment more convenient.

Home Visits by MPI
The

most unique strength of
MPI is the home visit. Everyone who
works at Meeting Point keeps track of
those who are sick in order to check
on them during the day. Patients
know they can reach workers on
their telephones and sometimes even
at home during emergencies. Finally, MPI workers often go out to find
those who are home-bound, reaching
out to anyone who might need help.
Home visits ensure that everyone, even those who are too sick or
busy to make it to an office, maintains
their medication schedule and contact with the world outside until they
are healthy enough to go out.
On a typical home visit, workers walk out into the neighborhood,
stopping at each home where they
know someone is too sick to leave.
Usually more than one woman makes
the trip, greeting everyone along the
way.
Inside the patients’ homes,
conversations remain upbeat. Serious discussions are punctuated with
jokes, gossip and laughter.
There is a familiarity between
everyone involved with Meeting Point
International. Everyone knows each
other and their families, so that home
visits aren’t just for health, they are a
social call that brightens the day.

Antiretroviral Treatment

In the early days of Meeting Point International, from

1993 to 2000, ARV drugs were very expensive and in short
supply. The registration books from those days show records
of patients who came for help but were doomed by the excessive prices of medication.
Although they did everything they could, MPI workers
in those days watched as their attempt to treat opportunistic
infections, such as TB, meningitis, oral infections and genital sores, amounted to nothing without antiretroviral treatment.
However, as UN donations and scientific advances made
ARV medications affordable, and even free, MPI and its clients experienced the wonder of life.
Flipping through the registration books, one could even
begin to think of these medicines as a miracle cure. As the
number of clients who began a course of ARV treatment
grows, so grows the number of clients who survived through
the years, their weight and CD-4 counts approaching normal levels.

Today, MPI has 135 patients on ARV medications.
The men, women and children who receive medicine are
generally referred to organizations around Kampala that
provide drugs for free or at reduced costs. The groups
working with Meeting Point International include Nsambya Hospital, the Joint Clinical Research Centre and
Mild May, a children’s programme.
In some cases, MPI takes on the responsibilities of
paying for ARV drugs. The groups it works with frequently have stringent guidelines for supplying medicine
and programs that donate medication, usually on an experimental basis, end, leaving patients without a means
of acquiring treatment. In these cases, and also for patients who are simply too sick or poor to get medicine on
their own, MPI pays for medications.
Children living in MPI’s Welcoming House also
commonly receive medication paid for by MPI. This
way, workers will always know which drugs to administer and the possible side effects that harsh drugs may
have on children in their care.

Food and Loans
with
Meeting Point
International

Anyone who is sick or suffering

needs a way to lift themselves out of
their troubles. Many clients of MPI are
unable to work to save money for beginning a business or even to purchase
enough food for their families. Meeting Point International also knows that
poor nourishment can mean the end of
anyone’s good intentions. Therefore,
MPI, along with the World Food Programme and other donors, has found
a way to keep food on the table in its
communities.
WFP donations come to the relief
of local communities two or three times
a year. MPI uses its facilities and networks to bring that food to those who
need it most. Workers from Meeting
Point International make sure that the
food is divided evenly between each
family. They also ensure that anyone
who is too sick to pick up their own
food receives food by way of a friend
or family member.
On top of the food provided, MPI
also allows its clients to take out small
loans so that they can begin businesses
to generate their own income. With
loans of only a few hundred thousand
shillings, men and women build vegetable stands, brick businesses and tailor
shops. When businesses become successful, clients are more than happy to
give back to MPI, hoping that someone
else can benefit as they have.

Sponsorship
for
Children

Meeting

Point International, in partnership with
AVSI International, has created
a program that links Ugandan
children with partners all over
the world. These partnerships
help children pay school fees,
purchase much-needed school
supplies and anything else they
may need. In exchange, international sponsors receive
letters and photographs from
their “adopted” children.
All of the children sponsored through the international
program also receive extra encouragement in their studies.
They send their grades off to
their sponsors, and each child
hopes to impress!
Meeting Point Interna-

tional believes that no child should have to
go without a good education. Therefore, MPI
workers seek out orphans and children whose
parents are struggling so that they can ensure a
brighter future for each child.
At the same time, each sponsor has the
satisfaction of putting a smile on a child’s face.

Education for Adults

Adult education and lit-

eracy classes are an additional
program provided by Meeting
Point International. Classes are
taught by MPI clients and volunteers from all over the world.
Anyone who wants to can participate and learn how to read
or speak English.
Students in the adult classes work very hard to make the
most of their education. They
stress over exams and sometimes
request tests to make sure that
they are learning everything
they can.
Everyone from young
adults to the elderly take classes,
learning everything from songs
to mathematics. It is a rare
thing to see any students so excited about their education!

Meeting Point Dancers

Meeting Point International Dancers

Dancing is an integral part of ev-

eryday life at MPI. Playing instruments,
singing and enjoying the movement can be
done by all, even the sick. Magic happens
during dancing time: everyone smiles, and
those who felt too weak to participate find
the energy to jump up and join in. Visitors
are also welcome to try dances of all kinds,
from Acholi to Bugandan.
Meeting Point International also includes a professional dance troupe of teenagers and young adults who perform all
over the world. Most recently, they visited
Tanzania and stopped for a festival in Kampala on the beginning of a tour. The troupe
has a repertoire of African dances, and includes girls and boys from all over Uganda.
Their costumes are fantastic and one dance
involves the young women carrying up to
five clay pots balanced on their heads!

A traditional Rwandan dance, performed at
the Ugandan Martyrs’ Shrine.
Songs in Kinyarwanda are common as part of
performances by MPI.

In Naguru, everyone who can participates in an hour of dancing and singing each day.

Necklace Making

Until

about two years ago, the
women of Meeting Point International
used to knit shawls, sweaters and children’s clothing. Today, they have learned
a new skill that exposes their creative
side and keeps them from difficult labor
while they or their loved ones are sick.
The new skill is necklace-making.
Using old glossy magazines, the women
create beads and then use those beads in
many different ways to produce intricate
necklaces, bracelets and earrings.
The process to create the beads is
simple but time consuming. Magazine
pages are marked off and cut into long,
thin triangles. The triangles are then
rolled around a needle and sealed with
glue, creating an egg-shaped bead. The
beads are threaded onto a string and
then varnish is used to give them a glassy
shine.
Women who have been making
these necklaces for many months can
produce dozens of innovative, highquality jewelry pieces. One woman
insists that she could make one from
scratch in just one day if it wasn’t for the
2-3 days it takes for varnish to dry.

Necklace and bead making has
been a wonder for MPI. Women no
longer need to toil breaking stones in
the Kireka quarries and women who
had no way to generate income can
now feed themselves and their children.
The real beauty of the necklace making, however, is in the sense
of community and pride that it creates. Women gather together to create with each other, sharing ideas
and teaching each other tricks of the
trade. Each woman is proud of her
jewelry and exercizes her mind daily
to think of new and creative styles to
bring to the group.

Worldwide Solidarity: MPI Gives
After

hearing of the destruction caused by Hurricane Katrina in
the Southern United States, the women
of Meeting Point International were
moved to action. For weeks, they
crushed truckloads of stones, sold their
handmade necklaces and produce and
did all they could to raise a donation
for victims of the hurricane.
“We know how it feels to lose everything,” say the women.

With their hard work, the women earned nearly 2 million Ugandan
Shillings - about $1,200 - and planned
a festival to celebrate their gift along
with representatives from the United
States.
On October 13, women from
Kireka and Naguru, Italians and
Americans gathered in Kireka for an
afternoon of song and dance. The MPI
dancers performed first, and then everyone marched to the quarry for one
last stone-breaking session.

Everyone grabbed a tool and began smashing rocks in the hot sun,
people of all nations working together,
some learning for the first time how
difficult the work can be.
Once back in Kireka’s MPI office,
Director Rose Busingye presented the
money to Amy Cunningham, a representative from USAID.
“It may only be a small drop of
water in the ocean, but our donation
proves that the human heart is international,” said Busingye. “Without our
unity, the human race would become
withered like a plant without nourishment.”
“Even if all I know is that one
person there is able to have lunch due
to my efforts, I am happy,” one woman
explained.
Holding back tears, Amy Cunningham thanked all the women who
had worked so hard to support their
sisters and brothers overseas.

“You may think it is only
a drop in the ocean, but
it is a drop that would
be missed without your
help,”
- Amy Cunningham,
USAID

No one is too small to reach across the earth
and give of themselves.

Success stories: Vicky

Hope Where Hope
Was Lost
Vicky is a tall woman, with dark

skin that shines like roasted coffee
beans. Tight braids keep her hair from
her face, exposing bright brown eyes
and a warm grin. She has a low voice
and a soft hug for everyone she sees,
each stranger instantly becoming close
as family. Every morning, it is Vicky
who opens her ears and heart to anyone
in need. New patients, old timers; all
are welcome to share their stories with
this laughing, carefree woman.
Until you listen carefully to Vicky’s
conversations, you would never guess
that, only a few years ago, she had essentially given up on life.
Vicky and her young son are HIV
positive, and she gives all the credit for
their survival to prayer and Meeting
Point International.
When Vicky was 20 years old, just
finishing the first section of secondary
school, she had to stop attending classes. Her mother had breast cancer and
was too sick for work, unable to pay her
daughter’s school fees.

Vicky works with Chiara,
her adopted muzungu daughter.

So Vicky traveled with family friends
from her home in Soroti to Entebbe,
searching for a job and a new life. After working in Entebbe, she found a job
at Mulago Hospital in Kampala. Two
years later, after a job transfer in 1997,
Vicky began to feel weak and heavy.
It became harder and harder to go to
work, until she finally lost her job.
Vicky’s voice grows softer as she talks
about her youngest son, who was only
five years old when she became nearly bedridden with an illness she didn’t
understand. The little boy, Brian, came
down with tuberculosis. She knew TB
was associated with HIV.
Her fears were confirmed after she
was counseled and tested at Nsambya
Hospital, but there was little else she
could do to help herself and her son.
She was sick, she had no job, and her
friends and relatives had abandoned
her. Even pain relievers were too expensive for Vicky and her family.

Success stories: Vicky

Vicky selling fruits and vegetables:
her small business, started with a loan from MPI.

At one point, Vicky adds, her relatives collected money to send her home,
so that she could die there in peace.
When she refused, they kept the money
for themselves.
“It was like I was already dead.”
When Vicky wonders why she was
so abandoned at a time when help was
needed so desperately, she realizes that
she wasn’t really surprised. People think
that HIV is contagious: that you can get
it just by being near someone, she says.
They don’t want to go where there are
burdens and problems. Everyone thinks
that you will die anyway; that there is
no point in helping.
“It became something normal that
I had to be rejected – I had lost value
after all … I was useless,” she says.

But Vicky promised through
prayer, in her sickness, that she would
never treat others with such carelessness if she ever became well again.
Shingles that broke out over her
neck and felt like fire in her bones
spread to her son as well. We suffered
from these rashes – each one lasting
at least two weeks - more than eight
times, she says. Brian contracted TB
five times before she finally received
the right medicines for him.
“It’s one thing being HIV positive,
but it’s another thing having a child
who is HIV positive,” she says. Other
children his age avoided playing with
him, calling him names and complaining that he would make them sick. Even
his teacher at school began telling everyone that he was a skeleton - a name
that caught on so quickly with the students that he had to change schools.
The teacher herself eventually lost her
husband to HIV.

“It became something
normal that I had to
be rejected - I had lost
value after all ... I was
useless.”

Success stories: Vicky

“I was dead, but now I
am alive ... I could see
that my child was having life.”
It was during the most painful time of her sickness, in 2001, that
Rose Busingye and the other women
of Meeting Point found Vicky in bed at
her home. At first she was sure that
everyone was laughing at her.
She quietly describes herself in
those days, remembering the flies that
plagued her once-tiny frame because
of the rot that had set into her feet.
When Vicky finally went to the
Meeting Point Office in Naguru, she
couldn’t believe that anyone there was
sick. The dancing and happiness felt
like things from another life that she
could never have again. But Rose and
the other women took her seriously.
Rose saw something in me and never
gave up, she says. Visitors from all
over the world came to see her in her
home until she felt honored and loved
by their presence.
With the help of hope and the
medicines provided by Meeting Point
International and its sponsors, Vicky
and Brian have experienced a nearly
complete recovery.
A loan helped her complete the
house she had begun to build before
she became sick, and Brian has a sponsor who pays for his ARV drugs.

One of her favorite things to say
about her son is how much the medicine has changed him. He is so full of
life these days that his schoolwork takes
second place to his fun and games.
Vicky loves to see him so happy, especially since he is clever enough to keep
up with his classmates.
Vicky also participates in Meeting
Point’s Drama Club, performing plays
that describe the difficulties of coming
out as an HIV/AIDS patient. The important thing about the Drama Club,
she says, is that it tries to overcome the
stigma attached to the disease. They
want to bring people out from everywhere; show everyone that HIV is not
a death sentence.
“I was dead, but now I am alive …
Life started becoming normal because
I could see that my child was having
life.”

Success stories: Veneranda

Chasing the
Disease Away

In the Naguru office of Meeting

Point International, there is a woman with a very serious face and big,
deep brown eyes. She seems quiet
and speaks clearly, saying hello with
a gracious, two-handed handshake.
Veneranda’s stoic demeanor is
only a disguise for her true, joking
nature. The serious look on her face
is just one of her expressions: all day
her emotions show through, mouth
and cheeks jumping as she breaks out
into her enormous laughter. All of the
smiles she gives bring extra light into
the MPI office and make her a wonderful nurse.
She first came to Kampala in
1996, after the death of her husband.
Only the youngest two of her six children came with her to the city as she
searched for a job; they lived together
in a small rented room.
A local doctor hired her as an
aid nurse shortly after she came. She
worked with him for three years, until weakness and headaches began to
overcome her.

To earn money, she took out a
loan big enough to begin selling sweet
potatoes and charcoal near her home.
The money she made could only pay
for essentials. School fees were beyond her income.
Using her experience as a nurse,
Veneranda treated her ailments one
at a time, as they came. She suspected the worst, but did not want to go
for HIV testing. Knowing the results
would mean telling her children the
bad news, paying for expensive medication and facing the virus head on.
Members of Veneranda’s church,
St. Jude’s Shrine in Naguru, first advised her to visit Meeting Point International. She did not want to go: she
did not want to answer questions, she
was afraid of the future and uncertain
about socializing with women who
were not from her tribe.
After weeks of counseling, Rose
Busingye convinced Veneranda that
she had friends and support at MPI.
They decided that the only possible
solution was to test – and then treat –
her for HIV. When the test was positive, Veneranda was upset but not
surprised.

Success stories: Veneranda

“I suffer the same
with them”
“I had already counted myself
among those who are going to die,” she
says.
Relief came when Meeting Point
International sent all of Veneranda’s
children to boarding school, paying
their fees and allowing them to continue their educations. The anti-retroviral medication paid for by MPI gave
energy back to Veneranda. While she
used to get tired from simply standing
for a few minutes, now she runs, full of
life.
“My body seems as if it is growing
young again,” Veneranda adds, laughing. She regularly jokes with everyone
that she is “10 years young.”

Veneranda expresses her thanks
with prayer and service to Meeting Point
International. Her nursing expertise is
invaluable: every day she is available
to treat those who are sick. One of her
sons, the oldest, comes to the office occasionally to lend a hand as well.
“I suffer the same with them,”
Veneranda says, to explain why her
nursing is so effective.
Meeting Point even gives
Veneranda an allowance for her work.
It is enough to pay for the things she
and her children need. But she does not
work because of the money.
Veneranda works to persuade
others to come “chase the disease away.”
While she’s at it, her humorous antics
chase the sadness away as well.

Success stories: Swaibu

He

waits outside the door of
the Meeting Point International office
in Naguru, greeting everyone with
a handshake. Most days, he shares a
bench with another man, helping him
make a plan for the future. Swaibu’s
conversations are quiet, but when they
are over, newcomers forget their shyness and share their smiles.
Swaibu was a professional driver. His eyes light up when he mentions this: a professional driver for the
deputy director of an international organization.
It was on a trip with his boss
when he first felt sick. On safari in
southern Uganda, Swaibu came down
with a fever. He confided in his boss
after the days of fever turned into
weeks.

Finding
Family
It was the deputy director who
suggested that he to visit a clinic and
take a blood test.
When Swaibu found out that
he was HIV positive, his boss advised
him again to visit the Meeting Point
International office in Naguru.
“You will find people there,” he
said.
And Swaibu did find people in
Naguru - people who already knew
he was coming and were ready to
make him feel at home. Rose Busingye immediately began counseling
Swaibu until he went with her to Nsambya Hospital and determined his
health status.
After his trip to the hospital,
Swaibu’s boss promised to help pay
for his anti-retroviral medications.
Unfortunately, the deputy director
wasn’t able to come through. But
Swaibu was lucky: MPI took up responsibility for the expensive treatment, even after he found out that his
job had been given to someone else.
Six months later, Swaibu’s health
was nearly ten times better than
when he first went to Meeting Point
International.
“By that time, I had power,” Swaibu says, laughing and raising his fist.

Success stories: Swaibu

With a loan from Meeting Point
International, Swaibu began a brickmaking business in his village, Masajja.
One year later, he is still a brickmaker,
but he participates in a program of free
medication through Nsambya Hospital.
Swaibu’s life was saved at Meeting Point International. He visits nearly
every day, to lend a hand and enjoy the
company.
Brick making is a tiring and
time-consuming job, especially in the
Ugandan sun. But no matter what
problems may be going on in his life,
Swaibu truly has fun in Naguru.
“When I come here,” he says, “I
don’t even think about what is going
on at home. I am among sisters and
brothers.”
The biggest difference between
Swaibu’s story and other stories of
Meeting Point International is that he
was the first man to come to Naguru
for guidance. Since then, he has taken
on the task of bringing other men to
Meeting Point by helping to create the
“Wake Up Men’s Group.”
“There are so many men who are
in hiding,” Swaibu says. “But I am sure
they will come.”
He recently brought a friend to
Meeting Point, a thin man with a shy
smile, who is easy to recognize by his
favorite accessory, a round bluish hat
which he wears every day.

“I am among
sisters and brothers.”
Swaibu’s friend is a talented
drummer. He makes music for the
Meeting Point dancers and spends time
teaching other men his skills.
With Swaibu as the secretary, the
group has grown to include twenty
members. They plan sports and craft
events and would like to create their
own plays.
But the men’s group has one problem: men are often reluctant to come
to MPI regularly and are the most difficult to bring to Meeting Point in the
first place.
Swaibu says that the daily work
of men is what keeps them away from
MPI. He sees the women together every
day and notes that men don’t seem to
gather in groups as often. We have to
go house to house to find them, he
says.
Men who are granted loans become distracted by their new businesses. They take their new responsibility
on top of their families and feel that
they have no time for anything else.
But we advise them to come here one
day every week, he says.
“Because, without Meeting Point
International, they couldn’t have even
started those businesses.”
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From Night
Into Day
One warm morning, a young wom-

an stood beside the fence of the MPI offices in Kireka, struggling to keep tears from
running down her face. In her arms, her
young son clung to her neck, tensely hiding his face from view. Ketty was waiting
for the nurse’s arrival, hoping that her
son’s pain could be helped.

It was this Ketty who shyly
stepped into the Naguru office,
months later, for her interview.
After spending weeks caring for
her youngest son – who has only
recently been diagnosed with cancer – and visiting her ailing mother, Ketty was finally free and happy
to donate her time and feelings.
She is a small, beautiful woman whose face looks even younger than her 25 years. Her round
cheeks are like those of any young
person, but a spec of fear peeks out
from her wide eyes, the only hint
of the story she had to tell.
Ketty is still learning English,
so she speaks in a smoky, quiet
voice, through Vicky in her native
language, Lango.
In Northern Uganda, it is
common for villagers to grow their
food far from their homes and sleep
in large groups to avoid being taken hostage by the Lord’s Resistance
Army. Ketty was asleep with her
family near Aromo, in a group like
this, when she was kidnapped. Because she was young and strong, at
22, she, two of her sisters, and five
others were taken by the soldiers.
She left her child with her mother
as she was forced into the night.
At first, Ketty says, the soldiers
were fierce: they raided homes
throughout the night, executing
people who resisted giving their
food and supplies to the group.
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She saw one young man shot in the head in his own doorway and left,
dead, with his wife crying in the house.
On her first morning with the soldiers, who had finished the night by
kidnapping 28 more people, a pregnant woman was discovered in the group.
Because she was weak and the soldiers believed that traveling with a pregnant
woman is bad luck, the soldiers chose her for a sacrifice: in order to give everyone courage for what lay ahead, she was cooked and all the newcomers were
forced to eat her.
Ketty looks up at the ceiling, keeping the tears from pooling in her eyes,
and says that anyone who did not eat the “welcoming meal” was killed.
The soldiers and their captives – Ketty estimates there were nearly 380
prisoners – walked for a full day and night; by the time they reached the Karamoja district, they were faint from hunger. They traded stolen clothing with
the Karimojong in return for traditional milk, mixed with blood. It was so difficult to drink, Katy says, but those who vomited or could not drink the mixture
were beaten.
Fortunately, the Karimojong took little notice of the group and they were
allowed to sleep in peace. But not long into the night, a plane discovered their
hiding place and began to fire on them. Karamoja cattle also fell victim to the
plane’s attack, angering their owners and causing them to join in the fight against
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Ketty’s group. Because they had very few
weapons, Ketty and the other captives
had no choice but to run. Her cousin was
struck on the neck by shrapnel and a bullet entered her sister’s hand.
After running from the attack, leaving the dying behind, the group reached
a lake. The strongest swimmer was sent
across with a rope, tying it to a tree on
the other side in order to pull the rest to
safety. Ketty was one of the first to cross.
As she reached the shore and turned to
look back, the rope broke, allowing those
behind her to drown. The soldiers simply
sent another swimmer across, this time
with a stronger rope, and pulled the rest
of the captives to shore.
Ketty believes that more than 100
people died that night, nearly all of them
unarmed captives running for their lives.
Through the next year, Ketty and her sisters
trekked near Kitgum and north, through
mountains, almost into Sudan. They fled
from the Ugandan People’s Defense force
– the preferred tactic of the LRA.
During the journey, captives were
divided into groups: relatives were separated in order to prevent escape attempts.
In their moments together nursing swollen and exhausted feet, Ketty and her sisters agreed to run at any chance that they
had, without waiting for each other.
“I was tired and disgusted,” by the
killing and travel, Ketty says. “If I die …
I wouldn’t mind,” she told herself, in spite
of the fear she felt for her children.
Days later, her sisters were nowhere
to be found. Ketty prefers not to talk about
what happened next.

“I’m not going
to die here.”

Most of the women in her
group came to be used by the soldiers. Ketty became a captain’s favorite. The other soldiers treated her
well for a while, but it was not long
before she started feeling weak and
sick. She had conceived a child and
come down with a strange illness.
To solve the sickness, which the men
first called malaria, they beat her to
drive the disease away. When they
realized that she was only getting
worse, they left her in a small town.
The house where they left her was
equipped with food to last for weeks,
and a young boy from the group
stayed with her to care for her. Although the soldiers promised to return for her, Ketty knew that she had
been left to die.
After days in alone with the
young boy, Ketty lost all memory of
her previous life. She couldn’t remember the name of her home town:
she only remembered the tribes of
her parents. After everything she
had survived, all Ketty had left to say
to herself was, “I’m not going to die
here.”
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She was right. Two captives escaped from the LRA group she had
traveled with and remembered her.
They came to find her, and she finally
found her way home. Her mother, who
had seen Ketty’s lost sisters come home,
had given up on her last daughter,
burying her clothes and possessions in
the ground according to tradition. It
took her mother long minutes to recognize her sick, thin daughter and her
tiny baby, but soon her tears began to
flow.
“They have brought me home
alive, mother,” Ketty said. “Don’t cry.”
From her mother’s home, Ketty
took a bus to Kampala. When she finally got to the city, the 24-kilogram

Ketty was too weak to walk: a kind
man took her to her sister’s home in
his wheelbarrow. From her sister’s
home, she found Meeting Point International. She found she was HIV positive, and Rose Busingye made sure that
all the medications Ketty needed were
available.
Today, Ketty lives in Kireka with
her children. She weighs 75 kilograms
and her health has improved tremendously, but both she and her mother
suffer from liver troubles. However,
she feels nothing but thanks for everyone at Meeting Point International.
Her children are sponsored through
MPI and she always has a friend to call
on when she is in need.
“I thank everyone at Meeting
Point International for the love they
have given me, and for the chance to
live a few more years with my children.”

“Thank you ...
for the chance to live
a few more years with
my children.”
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I would like to thank everyone at Meeting Point International for the amazing work that they do. They
have accepted me as a sister and daughter, showing
me the true meaning of generosity and kindness. MPI
proves that there is no obstacle too great for the human heart to overcome.
- Morgan Garcia

